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Foldable plastic mop holder

REF. NOTES NET WEIGHT
(kg)

PCK VOLUME
(m³)

GROSS WEIGHT
(kg)

SIZE (cm)
    

8115U completely grey 0,432 10 0,019 4,66 42x9

8132AB  0,354 10 0,024 3,93 40x11

8119AB  0,694 10 0,028 7,37 40x13

8130AB  0,546 10 0,035 6 50x13

APPLICATIONS
It can be used with all disinfection mop heads with pockets.

FEATURES
• Completely made of plastic material
• The red button on the upper part of the frame, if pressed down, allows a 90° opening of the frame and makes easier the release of the mop head 

without using the hands
• Universal screw that allows the use of any kind of handles with diameter from 20 to 24 mm
• Special shaped mop holder in order to make the insert of the mop easier

MATERIAL
Polyamide and polypropylene copolymer

RELATED PRODUCTS

Polyester and cotton pocket mop, polyester 
backing, looped yarn

Polyester and cotton pocket mop, polyester 
backing, looped yarn inside and cut yarn outside

Cotton pocket mop, polyester backing, looped yarn Cotton pocket mop, polyester backing, looped yarn 
inside and cut yarn outside

Microfiber pocket mop, polyester backing, looped 
yarn

Coloured microfiber pocket mop, polyester backing, 
looped yarn
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Microfiber-cotton-polyester pocket mop, polyester 
backing, looped yarn

MASTERTUFT - cotton pocket mop, polyester 
backing, tufting, cut outside

DREITUFT - microfibre, cotton and polyester mop 
head, polyester backing, tufting, external cut wire, 
with pockets and colour-coded tag

MICRO-ACTIVA - microfibre mop, polyester 
backing, with pockets and colour-coded tag

SPEEDY PULI-SCRUB microfibre and polypropyle-
ne mop, polyester backing, pockets and colour-co-
ded tag

PULI-BRUSH - microfibre and polypropylene mop, 
polyester backing, pockets and colour-coded tag

SMART-FUR - microfiber mop with polyester 
backing, pockets and colour-coded tags

ACTIVE-FUR - microfiber mop with nylon inserts, 
polyester backing, pockets and colour-coded tags

SKILL-FUR - striped microfiber mop with polyester 
backing, pockets and colour-coded tags

ENERGY-FUR - white microfiber mop with blue 
stripes and abrasive, polyester backing, pockets 
and colour-coded tags

MONO-MICRO - disposable nonwoven fabric pad, 
with pockets

MONO-MICRO - disposable microfibre pad, with 
pockets

PRODUCT VERSIONS

Plastic folding mop holder with ErgoSwing
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